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A-10 (AIRCRAFT)

A-16 (AIRCRAFT)

AADEOS SEE ADVANCED AIR DEFENSE ELECTRO-OPTICAL SENSOR (AADEOS)

AAWS-M SEE ADVANCED ANTITANK WEAPON SYSTEM-MEDIUM (AAWS-M)

AAWS SEE AIRBORNE ADVERSE WEATHER WEAPON SYSTEM (AAWS)

ABCMR SEE ARMY BOARD FOR CORRECTION OF MILITARY RECORDS (ABCMR)

ABORTION

ACTIVE DUTY DEPENDENTS DENTAL PLAN

ADATS SEE AIR DEFENSE ANTITANK SYSTEM (ADATS)
ADEA  SEE  AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT ACT (ADEA), 1967

ADOPTION AID PROGRAM


ADOPTION--FOREIGN-BORN CHILDREN


ADVANCED AIR DEFENSE ELECTRO-OPTICAL SENSOR (AADEOS)


ADVANCED ANTITANK WEAPON SYSTEM-MEDIUM (AAWS-M)


Pressure on the AAWS-M. Army Times; July 10, 1989; 49(48): p. 27.


ADVANCED ANTITANK WEAPON SYSTEM-MEDIUM (AAWS-M)--CONTRACTS


ADVANCED ANTITANK WEAPON SYSTEM-MEDIUM (AAWS-M)--TESTING


ADVANCED COMBAT RIFLE PROGRAM

ADVANCED FIELD ARTILLERY SYSTEM (AFAS)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


ADVANCED FIELD ARTILLERY TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM (AFTADS)


ADVANCED GROUND SURVEILLANCE RADAR SYSTEMS


ADVANCED MEDIUM RANGE AIR TO AIR MISSILE (AMRAAM)


ADVANCED MISSILE SYSTEM-HEAVY (AMS-H)


ADVANCED NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE (ANCOC)

10,629 staff sergeants selected for schooling. Army Times; Apr. 10, 1989; 49(35): p. 3.

ADVISORY TACTICAL FIGHTER (ATF)


AERIAL OBSERVERS--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.

NCOs needed to fill copter seats. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 8.

AFAS SEE ADVANCED FIELD ARTILLERY SYSTEM (AFAS)
AFGHANISTAN--HISTORY--SOVIET OCCUPATION, 1979-1989


AFTADS SEE ADVANCED FIELD ARTILLERY TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM (AFTADS)

AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT ACT (ADEA), 1967

Even sweetened retirement can come up short. Army Times; July 17, 1989; 49(49): p. 12.

AGENT ORANGE


VA agrees to review 34,000 Agent Orange cases. Army Times; May 22, 1989; 49(41): p. 9.


AH-64 (HELICOPTER)


AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS


AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--ARMAMENT--TESTING

AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE

AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--PERFORMANCE

AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--SAFETY MEASURES

AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--TRAINING
Apache's remain top priority despite damage Army Times; June 12, 1989; 49(44): p. 20.

AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--TRAINING BRIGADE

AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--WEATHER DAMAGE
Texas storm's havoc to be felt for years. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 10.
Storm damage toll on Texas helicopters rises. Army Times; June 5, 1989; 49(43): p. 17.


AHIP SEE ARMY HELICOPTER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (AHIP)

AIDS (DISEASE)


AIDS (DISEASE)--CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES

AIDS (DISEASE)--SOVIET UNION


AIDS (DISEASE)--TREATMENT

AIR ASSAULT SCHOOL, FORT CAMPBELL, KY
AIR DEFENSE


AIR DEFENSE ANTITANK SYSTEM (ADATS)


AIR DEFENSE ANTITANK SYSTEM (ADATS)--LASERS


AIR DEFENSE ANTITANK SYSTEM (ADATS)--TESTING


AIR DEFENSE MODERNIZATION PLAN

AIR DEFENSE--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


AIR DEFENSE--SOVIET UNION


AIR NAVIGATION--AIDS AND DEVICES

Headup display contracts awarded. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 28.

AIR TRAVEL--ARMY


AIRBORNE ADVERSE WEATHER WEAPON SYSTEM (AAWWS)

Copter-mounted radar may raise killing power. Army Times; Apr. 24, 1989; 49(37): p. 28.

AIRBORNE TROOPS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


AIRDROP--ACCIDENTS


AIRLAND BATTLE FUTURE

AIRLAND BATTLE FUTURE (HEAVY)


AIRPLANE BOMBING SEE TERRORISM--AIRPLANE BOMBING

ALASKA--OIL REVENUES

Suit to seek oil money for soldiers. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 2.

ALCOHOL AND MILITARY PERSONNEL

Army to delay recruit drug tests until basic training. Army Times; Feb. 6, 1989; 49(26): p. 3.


ALCOHOLISM AND CRIME


ALIENS--ARMED FORCES--LAW AND LEGISLATION


ALLIED MILITARY PERSONNEL--TRAINING--CAMP BLANDING, FL


AMC SEE ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND (AMC)

AMERICAN BATTLE COMMISSION--MEMBERSHIP

AMERICAN CORMORANT (SHIP)

This Army ship is supposed to sink--sort of. Army Times; July 24, 1989; 49(50): p. 28.

AMMUNITION--PROCUREMENT


AMRAAM SEE ADVANCED MEDIUM RANGE AIR TO AIR MISSILE (AMRAAM)

AMS-H SEE ADVANCED MISSILE SYSTEM-HEAVY (AMS-H)

AN-PVS-5 (NIGHT VISION GOGGLES)


AN-PVS-7B (NIGHT VISION GOGGLES)


ANCOC SEE ADVANCED NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE

ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION


ANNUAL LEAVE

ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILES

Stinger facility provides realistic combat training. Army Times; Oct. 9, 1989; 50(9): p. 36.

ANTIARMOR WEAPONS


ANTIRADIATION MISSILE DECOYS (ARM)


ANTISATELLITE (ASAT) WEAPONS


Antisatellite missile advances. Army Times; July 24, 1989; 49(50): p. 27.

ANTITANK MISSILES

Antitank decision moving slowly. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 32.


ANTITANK SIGHTING SYSTEM

ANTITANK WEAPONS

ANTONOV-225 (AIRCRAFT)

APACHE TRAINING BRIGADE (ATB), FORT HOOD, TX

APGM SEE AUTONOMOUS PRECISION GUIDED MUNITION (APGM) PROGRAM

APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--ARMED FORCES--WHITE HOUSE

APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS

APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL

CSMs finally in right spots. Army Times; Aug. 7, 1989; 49(52): p. 3.

APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--OFFICERS


Officer Distribution Plan refuses to die. Army Times; Nov. 20, 1989; 50(15): p. 3.

APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


Army will protect personnel at the expense of modernization. Army Times; Mar. 13, 1989; 49(31): p. 4.

Budget squeeze may continue, senator warns. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 6.


APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--ARMED FORCES


APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT


Taft, Crowe endorse readiness over size. Army Times; Mar. 27, 1989; 49(33): p. 4.


Budget deal means deeper defense cut; pay raise remains unfunded. Army Times; Apr. 24, 1989; 49(37): p. 3.

But key lawmakers don't see how he can do it. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 6.


Gramm-Rudman may not hit service member, family. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 4.


APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--DRUG ABUSE


APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--MEDICAL PROGRAMS


APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--RESERVE FORCES

Budget crunch forces Reserves to scrap active tours. Army Times; Aug. 7, 1989; 49(52): p. 3.


APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND


Special operations units face funding crisis. Army Times; Aug. 7, 1989; 49(52): p. 25.

APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT


AREA WEAPONS SCORING SYSTEM


ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETARY, VA--CREMATION


ARMED FORCES STAFF COLLEGE, NORFOLK, VA

Length of Norfolk joint course set. Army Times; May 8, 1989; 49(39): p. 3.
Joint staff college courses will be shortened. Army Times; Nov. 27, 1989; 50(16): p. 8.

ARMED FORCES, AMERICAN--HONDURAS

ARMED SERVICES VOCATIONAL APTITUDE BATTERY (ASVAB)

ARMITAGE, RICHARD LEE, 1945-
Armitage bows out; search on for Army secretary. Army Times; June 5, 1989; 49(43): p. 4.

ARMOR-ANTIARMOR (A3) MODERNIZATION PLAN--ARMY
Army eyes modular armor, common vehicle chassis. Army Times; Apr. 10, 1989; 49(35): p. 27.

ARMORED VEHICLES

ARMORED VEHICLES--COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Panel seeks support for vehicle intercom system. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 32.

ARMORED VEHICLES--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Armored support vehicle replacement about to hit a wall. Army Times; Apr. 10, 1989; 49(35): p. 22.

ARMORED VEHICLES--TESTING
ARMS CONTROL


ARMS CONTROL--EUROPE

If threat ends, what then? Army Times; May 8, 1989; 49(39): p. 10.


ARMS CONTROL--NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)


Air defense aircraft may be key to weapons accord. Army Times; Aug. 21, 1989; 50(2): p. 22.

ARMS CONTROL--WARSAW PACT


Air defense aircraft may be key to weapons accord. Army Times; Aug. 21, 1989; 50(2): p. 22.

ARMS SALES, AMERICAN


ARMS SALES, AMERICAN--UNITED ARAB EMIRATES


ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)--ANNUAL SALES

Record sales for AAFES system. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 2.

ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)--HOME-OFFICE EQUIPMENT

ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)--KOREA (SOUTH)

ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGES SERVICE (AAFES)--LIQUOR SALES

ARMY BOARD FOR CORRECTION OF MILITARY RECORDS (ABCMR)

ARMY COLLEGE FUND
Army wants to test expanded college benefit plan. Army Times; June 5, 1989; 49(43): p. 3.

ARMY COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE, FORT LEAVENWORTH, KS

ARMY COMMUNITIES OF EXCELLENCE

ARMY FAMILY ACTION PLAN

ARMY HELICOPTER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (AHIP)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

ARMY MATIERIEL COMMAND (AMC)

ARMY PHYSICAL FITNESS SCHOOL, FORT BENJAMIN HARRISON, IN
TRADOC want to whip officers, NCOs into shape. Army Times; July 17, 1989; 49(49): p. 3.
ARMY RESERVE SENIOR RATER PROFILE RESTART PROGRAM

Senior raters now can remedy history of inflated reserve officer evaluations. Army Times; Feb. 6, 1989; 49(26): p. 3.

ARMY TACTICAL COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM (ATCCS)


ARMY TIMES (NEWSPAPER)


ARMY TRAINING AND EVALUATION PROGRAM (ARTEM) -- BERLIN, GERMANY


ARMY TRAINING BOARD


ARMY -- EUROPE -- EQUIPMENT

Modernization of Europe forces hitting its stride. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 29.

ARMY -- EUROPE -- VII CORPS


ARMY -- GERMANY -- RELATIONS WITH SOVIETS


ARMY -- SECRETARIES

ARMY--THEME OF THE YEAR


ARRIVAL PORTS--GERMANY


ARROW AIR DC-8 SUPER 63 CHARTER FLIGHT, 1985


ARTEP  SEE  ARMY TRAINING AND EVALUATION PROGRAM (ARTEP)

ARTILLERY


ARTILLERY ACCIDENTS--FORT SILL, OK


ARTILLERY NAVIGATION SYSTEMS


ASAT  SEE  ANTI-SATELLITE (ASAT) WEAPONS
ASPIN, LES, 1938-


ASSASSINATIONS—PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

Colonel killed in Philippines. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 6.

ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDREN’S LIVER DISEASES


ASTRONAUTS—ARMY

Through the final frontier: 56 selected to be astronauts. Army Times; July 17, 1989; 49(49): p. 3.

ASVAB SEE ARMED SERVICES VOCATIONAL APTITUDE BATTERY (ASVAB)

AT-4 (MISSILE)—PROCUREMENT

Army to halt AT-4 rocket buys. Army Times; Feb. 13, 1989; 49(27): p. 27

ATF SEE ADVISORY TACTICAL FIGHTER (ATF)

ATWOOD, DONALD JESSE, JR., 1924-


Atwood gets the nod as deputy secretary. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 12.

AUTOMOBILES—SHIPMENT

AUTONOMOUS PRECISION GUIDED MUNITION (APGM) PROGRAM


Hilt: Smart not always practical. Army Times; Dec. 11, 1989; 50(18): p. 27.

AUTUMN FORGE (MANEUVERS)


AVIATION ACCIDENTS--GANDER, NEWFOUNDLAND


AVIATION ACCIDENTS--GANDER, NEWFOUNDLAND


AVIATION ACCIDENTS--PATUXENT RIVER, MD


AWARDS, MILITARY


Numeral devices on awards: Army announces change. Army Times; Mar. 27, 1989; 49(33): p. 3.

AZIDOThYMIDINE (AZT)


AZT SEE AZIDOThYMIDINE (AZT)
BALANCED TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE (BTI)

BANDAGES, CAMOUFLAGE

BANDS (MUSIC)
Army needs NCOs in 5 band specialties. Army Times; Apr. 17, 1989; 49(36): p. 16.

BAQ SEE BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR QUARTERS (BAQ)

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS--MILITARY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS--OFFICERS


BAS SEE BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSISTENCE (BAS)

BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR QUARTERS (BAQ)


BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSISTENCE (BAS)

Enlisted will retain BAS while on travel. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 6.


Enlisted may be entitled to subsistence pay refunds. Army Times; Dec. 11, 1989; 50(18): p. 20.

BASIC NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE (BNCOC)

1990 deadline for BNCOC requirement left unchanged. Army Times; Apr. 17, 1989; 49(36): p. 3.

BATTERIES


BATTLE FORCE COMBATANTS--NAVY

Future combat ships to be fast, smart, radically hulled. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 25.

BATTLE SIMULATION CENTER--ADJUTANT GENERAL CENTER AND SCHOOL, FORT BENJAMIN HARRISON, IN

BERETTA (PISTOL)


BERLIN WALL, 1961-1989


'This is history in the making, and we're here!'. Army Times; Nov. 27, 1989; 50(16): p. 14.

BINOCULARS


BIOFEEDBACK


BIRTH CONTROL PILL--AVIATION


BLACK MARKET ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)


BLACK MARKET--KOREA (SOUTH)


BLACKJACK SEE TUPOLEV-160 (BOMBER)
BLACKS IN THE ARMED FORCES


BLACKS IN THE ARMY--HISTORY


BLOOD SUBSTITUTES


BMY COMPANY


BNCOC  SEE  BASIC NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE (BNCOC)

BOFORS BILL (MISSILE)


BOMBINGS--HOAXES

Bomb joke was no laughing matter. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 2.

BONDS


BONUSES


Re-up bonuses to be boosted for two months. Army Times; Aug. 21, 1989; 50(2): p. 4.


**BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE**

Modernization of Europe forces hitting its stride. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 29.


**BREAD**


**BREAST--CANCER**


**BRIbery**


**BRIGHT SHINING LIE (BOOK REVIEW)**


**BRIM FROST 89 (MANEUVERS)**


**BTI SEE BALANCED TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE (BTI)**
BUMPER STICKERS


BURBA, EDWIN H., 1936-

Burba nominated to head FORSCOM. Army Times; Sept. 25, 1989; 50(7): p. 4.

C-12 (AIRCRAFT)


C3 SEE COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (C3)

CABINET APPOINTMENTS


CAD-CAE SEE COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN AND COMPUTER-AIDED ENGINEER (CAD-CAE)

CALTROP FORCE 1989 (EXERCISE)


CAMERON, RICHARD D., 1937-


CANADIAN ARMY TROPHY, 1989


CANCER--WOMEN

No VA follow-up on cancer study, women vets say. Army Times; July 17, 1989; 49(49): p. 6.

CAPACITATOR TECHNOLOGY


CAPITAL PUNISHMENT


Death penalty roulette: Two will live; one may die. Army Times; Sept. 4, 1989; 50(4): p. 10.

CAPS SEE CONVENTIONAL ARMAMENTS PLANNING SYSTEM (CAPS)

CARAVAN GUARD (MANEUVERS)--GERMANY


CAS SEE CLOSE AIR SUPPORT

CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS--INSURANCE


CENSORSHIP--ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)


CENSUS


CENSUS--EMPLOYMENT--CIVIL SERVICE RETIREES


CENSUS--MILITARY PERSONNEL--OVERSEAS TOURS


CEP SEE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF EVALUATION PROGRAM (CEP)

CFE SEE CONVENTIONAL FORCES EUROPE (CFE)

CH-3E (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS


CH-47 (HELICOPTER)


CH-47D (HELICOPTER)

CH-47D (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS

Safety team set up to review Chinook's problems. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 29.

CH-47D (HELICOPTER)--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR


CHAMPION OF THE GREAT AMERICAN FAMILY (BOOK REVIEW)


CHAMPUS


**CHAMPUS EXTRA**


**CHAMPUS PRIME**


**CHAMPUS -- COSTS**


**CHAMPUS -- CUSTODIAL CARE**


**CHAMPUS -- MENTAL HEALTH CARE**


**CHAMPUS -- RULES AND REGULATIONS -- HEART TRANSPLANTS**


CHAMPUS asked to have a heart. Army Times; Sept. 4, 1989; 50(4): p. 17.

**CHAPARRAL (MISSILE)**

CHAPLAINS--CATHOLIC CHURCH

CHAPLAINS--SEXUAL MISCONDUCT

CHECKS--VALIDITY PERIOD

CHEMICAL WEAPONS--ANTIDOTES

CHEMICAL WEAPONS--DISPOSAL
Army to destroy cache of chemicals at Tooele. Army Times; Sept. 18, 1989; 50(6): p. 28.

CHENEY, RICHARD BRUCE, 1941-
Cheney quickly moves to establish his authority. Army Times; Apr. 3, 1989; 49(34): p. 4.
Cheney pledges to protect personnel programs... Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 6.

**CHILD CARE ACT** SEE **MILITARY CHILD CARE ACT, 1989**

**CHILD CARE PLAN** SEE **FAMILY CARE PLAN**

**CHILDREN, DISABLED**


**CHILDREN, DISABLED--MEDICAL CARE**


**CHILDREN, DISABLED--SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS**


**CIVIL AFFAIRS--ARMY**

The Army increases its emphasis on civil affairs. Army Times; Dec. 11, 1989; 50(18): p. 16.

**CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT--COST OF LIVING**


**CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT--COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)**


**CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.**

CIVIL SERVICE--BENEFITS


CIVIL SERVICE--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


CIVIL SERVICE--VETERANS' PREFERENCE


CLEANING OF QUARTERS SEE BARRACKS AND QUARTERS--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

CLOSE AIR SUPPORT (CAS)

Finding targets key to close air support plane. Army Times; Apr. 3, 1989; 49(34): p. 31.


CLOTHING ALLOWANCE

Army clothing bag prices take big leap. Army Times; Oct. 9, 1989; 50(9): p. 3.

COCAINE--VIRGIN INSULANDS


COHESION, OPERATIONAL READINESS AND TRAINING (COHORT)


Cohort See Cohesion, Operational Readiness and Training (Cohort)

Cola See Civil Service Retirement--Cost of Living Adjustment (Cola)

Cold Weather Operations


College Fund Plus Program


Colombia--Drug Traffic


Combat Casualty Care Course


Combat Experience


Combat Readiness--Armed Forces


Combat Readiness--Army


Combat Readiness--Army--Panama

Army steps up pace of readiness drills in Panama. Army Times; July 24, 1989; 49(50): p. 19.
COMBAT VEHICLES

Army plans to trim vehicle use to offset cost of other weapons. Army Times; Jan. 16, 1989; 49(23): p. 10.


COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

Integration of battlefield system parts called critical. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 24.

COMMAND AND STAFF COLLEGES (CSC)


COMMAND SERGEANT MAJOR--APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS

75 senior Guardsmen nominated for CSM. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 4.

COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (C3)


COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS (C3)--TRUCKS

Truck-borne commands confirmed. Army Times; May 22, 1989; 49(41): p. 28.

COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE (C3I) SYSTEM


COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF EVALUATION PROGRAM (CEP)

Teams to bypass 'four-star-to-four-star chain'. Army Times; June 5, 1989; 49(43): p. 27.

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF'S AWARD

COMMISSARIES


COMMISSARIES--DEACTIVATION


COMMISSARIES--EUROPE--BEEF


COMMISSARIES--MEAT--LABELING

Meat will get nutrition labels. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 2.

COMMISSARIES--RULES AND REGULATIONS--RESERVE COMPONENTS

Reservists will be on honor system in commissaries. Army Times; Feb. 27, 1989; 49(29): p. 18.

COMMISSARY PRIVILEGE CARD--RESERVE COMPONENTS

Reserve commissary cards due in November. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 3.

COMMUNITIES OF EXCELLENCE  SEE  ARMY COMMUNITIES OF EXCELLENCE

COMPUTER NETWORKS


COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN AND COMPUTER-AIDED ENGINEERING (CAD-CAE)--SECURITY MEASURES

COMPUTERS


COMPUTERS--ESPIONAGE


CONGRESS--POWERS AND DUTIES

Congress' meddling boosts military costs, officials say. Army Times; Apr. 17, 1989; 49(36): p. 25.

CONTRACEPTIVES: NL SEE BIRTH CONTROL PILL

CONVENTIONAL ARMAMENTS PLANNING SYSTEM (CAPS)


CONVENTIONAL FORCES EUROPE (CFE)


CONVENTIONAL MUNITIONS MASTER PLAN


COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)


COLA cut proposals pop up perennially; latest is serious. Army Times; Feb. 13, 1989; 49(27): p. 16.

COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS


COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS--CASES--RAPE


COURT OF VETERANS APPEALS

Homeless veterans appeals court to review cases soon. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 22.

COURT OF VETERANS APPEALS--ACTIONS AND DEFENSES

New VA-court chief judge will bring cases to field. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 16.

COURT OF VETERANS APPEALS--CITIZEN SUITS (CIVIL PROCEDURE)

New VA-court chief judge will bring cases to field. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 16.

COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY


Accountability on Trial. Army Times; Mar. 27, 1989; 49(33): p. 29.

Courts unswayed by command, jurist says. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 12.


COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--ESPIONAGE


COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--FRAUD

COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS


COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--MURDER


Death penalty roulette: Two will live; one may die. Army Times; Sept. 4, 1989; 50(4): p. 10.


CREDIT CARDS--LIQUOR SALES

Soldiers now can just say 'charge it' at Class Six Liquor stores. Army Times; Apr. 10, 1989; 49(35): p. 8.

CRIMINAL LIABILITY--MILITARY PERSONNEL

Accountability on Trial. Army Times; Mar. 27, 1989; 49(33): p. 29.

You can be held accountable. Army Times; Apr. 3, 1989; 49(34): p. 57.

CROWE, WILLIAM JAMES, JR., 1925-

Crowe to retire in September; Powell touted as successor. Army Times; June 26, 1989; 49(46): p. 10.


CSC SEE COMMAND AND STAFF COLLEGES (CSC)

CZECHOSLOVAKIA--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

DAY CARE CENTERS


House bill ordering more child care under fire from military. Army Times; Apr. 24, 1989; 49(37): p. 4.

In-home child care deemed important. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 8.

Pentagon battles priority system for day-care slots. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 21.


DAY CARE CENTERS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


DAY CARE CENTERS--CONSTRUCTION


DCPC  SEE  DIRECT COMBAT PROBABILITY CODING (DCPC)

DEFECTORS--SOVIET UNION


DEFENSE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON WOMEN IN THE SERVICES (DACOWITS)


DEFENSE ATTACHE SYSTEM--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


DEFENSE CONTRACTS


DEFENSE CONTRACTS--FLIGHT TRAINING


DEFENSE CONTRACTS--FRAUD


**DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--INVESTIGATIONS**


**DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--UNDERSECRETARIES**


**DENTAL RECORDS**

X-ray records will identify casualties. Army Times; Mar. 27, 1989; 49(33): p. 18.

**DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DoDDS)**


**DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DoDDS)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES**


**DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DoDDS)--GERMANY**


**DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DoDDS)--GRADING SYSTEM**

New grading system to start this fall at overseas schools. Army Times; June 5, 1989; 49(43): p. 12.

**DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DoDDS)--OVERSEAS**

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)--OVERSEAS--SCHOOL BUSES


DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)--SCHOOL LUNCHES


DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)--STUDENT TEACHERS


DERWINSKI, EDWARD JOSEPH, 1926-


Veterans Affairs secretary gets his foot in the door. Army Times; Mar. 27, 1989; 49(33): p. 10.

DEVIL'S BRIGADE See FIRST SPECIAL SERVICE FORCE

DIRE EMERGENCY SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS BILL


DIRECT COMBAT PROBABILITY CODING


DIRECT COMBAT PROBABILITY CODING (DCPC)

DISARMAMENT


DISCHARGE, MILITARY  SEE  MILITARY DISCHARGE

DISCIPLINE  SEE  MILITARY DISCIPLINE

DISLOCATION ALLOWANCE


DIVORCE--FINANCIAL SETTLEMENTS

Direct payment of retired pay to divorcees limited. Army Times; Jan. 16, 1989; 49(23): p. 16.

Fight over disability pay in divorce cases not over. Army Times; June 12, 1989; 49(44): p. 4.


Nevada court says ex-spouses can't claim retired pay. Army Times; July 17, 1989; 49(49): p. 4.


DRAGON GENERATION II (MISSILE)


**DRAGON GENERATION III (MISSILE)**

McDonnell Douglas to build 19,000 Dragon warhead kits. Army Times; May 22, 1989; 49(41): p. 28.

**DRILL SERGEANT OF THE YEAR, 1989**


Top drill sergeants honored by Army. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 20.

**DRILL SERGEANTS--STRESS**


**DRONE AIRCRAFT**

Unmanned scout plane planned to give infantry the big picture. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 30.

Unmanned aircraft: ‘Not a done deal’. Army Times; Mar. 27, 1989; 49(33): p. 27.


**DROWNING--PANAMA**


**DRUG ABUSE**

Service members less likely to abuse drugs. Army Times; July 17, 1989; 49(49): p. 6.
The Rangers vs. the 'Crips'. Army Times; Oct. 9, 1989; 50(9): p. 18.

DRUG ABUSE--TESTING


Army to delay recruit drug tests until basic training. Army Times; Feb. 6, 1989; 49(26): p. 3.


Suit filed over discharges based on bad drug tests. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 4.


Court upholds drug testing program for Army civilians. Army Times; Sept. 11, 1989; 50(5): p. 16.

DRUG ABUSE--TREATMENT


DRUG TRAFFIC, CONTROL OF--MILITARY INTERDICTION


Panel chides Pentagon over effort in drug war. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 17.


Military's effect on drug war small; money not well spent, GAO concludes. Army Times; June 19, 1989; 49(45): p. 12.


How hot should the drug war be for the Army? Army Times; Sept. 18, 1989; 50(6): p. 4.


**DUAL MODE SEEKER**

Dual mode aperture developed. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 28.

**EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT**


**EARTHQUAKES**


**EDUCATION**

National service plans attacked from left and right. Army Times; Apr. 24, 1989; 49(37): p. 15.

EDUCATION--ARMED FORCES

Army wants to test expanded college benefit plan. Army Times; June 5, 1989; 49(43): p. 3.


EDUCATION--ARMY--EUROPE


EDUCATION--IMPACT AID

Pentagon may get major role in doling out school aid. Army Times; July 24, 1989; 49(50): p. 23.


EDUCATION--OFFICERS


EDUCATION--OFFICERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS

Guard officers lacking schooling may be cut. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 3.

EDUCATION--TUITION

Government will pay tuition for some retirement courses. Army Times; Apr. 17, 1989; 49(36): p. 18.

EIGHTEENTH AIRBORNE CORPS


EIGHTY-SECOND AIRBORNE DIVISION--TRAINING

M1s heavy up light training. Army Times; Aug. 7, 1989; 49(52): p. 27.
ELECTRONIC WARFARE


ELECTROTHERMAL ENERGY GUNS


ELEVENTH ARMORED CAVALRY REGIMENT--GERMANY


EQUIPMENT


EQUIPMENT--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR--EUROPE


EQUIPMENT--MARINE CORPS


EQUIPMENT--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Teams to bypass four-star-to-four-star chain. Army Times; June 5, 1989; 49(43): p. 27.

ESPIONAGE


Soldier in Germany accused of spying. Army Times; Mar. 27, 1989; 49(33): p. 2.


**ESPIONAGE--WEST GERMANY**


**ETHICS**


**ETHICS--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT**


**ETS** SEE **WARRANT OFFICERS--ESTIMATED TERMINATION OF SERVICE (ETS)**

**EUROPEAN FIRST SERGEANTS SCHOOL, MUNICH GERMANY**

First sergeant school in Europe closes. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 3.

**EVALUATION REPORTS--N W COMMISSIONED OFFICERS** SEE **NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS**

**EVALUATION REPORTS--OFFICERS** SEE **OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (OER)**

**FAADS** SEE **FORWARD AREA AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM (FAADS)**
FAMILY CARE PLAN

FAO SEE FOREIGN AREA OFFICER (FAO) PROGRAM

FAST TRACK (LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS)
Army has good promotion news for officers. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 3.

FERES DOCTRINE

FIBER OPTIC CABLES
AT&T to supply fiber optics. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 28.

FIBER OPTIC GUIDED MISSILE (FOG-M)

FIBER-OPTIC GUIDED RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT (FOG)

FIFV SEE FUTURE INFANTRY FIGHTING VEHICLE (FIFV)

FILIPINO VETERANS FAIRNESS ACT
FINANCE, PERSONAL


FIRE AND FORGET MISSILE  SEE  ADVANCED ANTITANK WEAPON SYSTEM-MEDIUM (AAWS-M)

FIREARMS--ACCIDENTS--PANAMA


FIREX 88 (MANEUVERS)


FIRST SERGEANTS SCHOOL, EUROPE  SEE  EUROPEAN FIRST SERGEANTS SCHOOL, MUNICH, GER

FIRST SPECIAL SERVICE FORCE

Devil's Brigade to revisit France. Army Times; Apr. 17, 1989; 49(36): p. 16.

FLAGS--LY AND LEGISLATION


FLAGS--U. S.


FLEA COLLARS

FLIGHT PAY


Cheney reverses; favors flight-pay hike. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 8.


Bill headed for Bush would bump up flight pay. Army Times; Dec. 4, 1989; 50(17): p. 3.

FOG-M SEE FIBER OPTIC GUIDED MISSILE (FOG-M)

FOLLOW ON TO LANCE (FOTL)


FOREIGN AREA OFFICER (FAO) PROGRAM--RESERVE COMPONENTS


FOREST FIRES--IDAHO


FOREST FIRES--OREGON


FORMS OF ADDRESS--ARMY

FORT BENNING, GA


FORT BRAGG, NC


FORT CARSON, CO

'Best of the west'. Army Times; Dec. 18, 1989; 50(19): supp.

FORT DRUM, NY--BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION


FORT HOOD, TX--MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION


FORT HOOD, TX--STORM, 1989

Texas storm's havoc to be felt for years. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 10.

Storm damage toll on Texas helicopters rises. Army Times; June 5, 1989; 49(43): p. 17.


FORT IRWIN, CA--EXPANSION


FORT KNOX, KY

Army Times post profile Fort Knox. Army Times; June 19, 1989; 49(45): supp.

FORT LEWIS, WA

FORT MEADE RECREATION AREA, DE

Army may lose Delaware beach. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 2.

FORT MILES SEE FORT MEADE RECREATION AREA, DE

FORT ORD, CA

Home of the light fighters, but finding an affordable home is a problem. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(33): p. F2.

FORT RICHARDSON, AK--DUCK KILL


FORT RILEY, KS--EXPANSION


FORT WAINWRIGHT, AK--MILITARY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS


FORWARD AREA AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM (FAADS)


FORWARD AREA AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM (FAADS)--RADAR

FAAD radar has a problem. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 27.

FOSS, JOHN WILLIAM, 1933-
Thurman to retire; Foss to command TRADOC. Army Times; June 26, 1989; 49(46): p. 12.

FOTL SEE FOLLOW ON TO LANCE (FOTL)

FOURTH INFANTRY DIVISION (MECH)--DEACTIVATION

FRANK, FREDERICK M., 1936-

FRAUD--COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS

FRAUD--OFFICERS

FRAUD--TELEDYNE ELECTRONICS OF SAN DIEGO

ROCKING
Senate panel rejects plan for new CW5 rank. Army Times; July 31, 1989; 49(51): p. 3.

FROG SEE FIBER-OPTIC GUIDED RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT (FROG)
FSX (AIRCRAFT)


FUTURE INFANTRY FIGHTING VEHICLE (FIFV)

Carrier not to be tank killer. Army Times; Jan. 16, 1989; 49(23): p. 22.

FUTURE MAIN BATTLE TANK


GALLIUM ARSENIDE


GAMBLING--PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS

'I've run into something I can't handle. I've run into gambling.' Army Times; Dec. 18, 1989; 50(19): p. 55.

GANDER, NEWFOUNDLAND CRASH SEE ARROW AIR DC-8 SUPER 63 CHARTER FLIGHT, 1985

GENERAL OFFICERS--BIOGRAPHY


GOLDEN KNIGHTS ARMY PARACHUTE TEAM--COMPETITIONS


GOVERNMENT RENTAL HOUSING PROGRAM (GRHP)

GRAMM-RUDMAN ACT  SEE  APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT

GREEN-TO-GOLD PROGRAM


GRHP  SEE  GOVERNMENT RENTAL HOUSING PROGRAM (GRHP)

GUIDED MISSILES


HALL, JAMES WILLIAM


HATCH ACT


HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES--ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD

Army civilian managers at Aberdeen convicted of pollution charges. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 10.

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES--DISPOSAL


HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES--DISPOSAL--LEGAL ASPECTS

Army civilian managers at Aberdeen convicted of pollution charges. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 10.

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES--RULES AND REGULATIONS--VIOLATIONS


HEADS-UP DISPLAYS

Headup display contracts awarded. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 28.

HEAVY EXPANDED MOBILITY TACTICAL TRUCKS (HEMTT)


HEAVY FORCE MODERNIZATION PLAN--appropriations and expenditures


HEAVY FORCES MODERNIZATION


The great debate between light and heavy rages on. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 23.


HELICOPTERS--ACCIDENTS


HELICOPTERS--ACCIDENTS--PANAMA

HELICOPTERS--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

HELICOPTERS--RADAR

HELICOPTERS--RADAR EQUIPMENT

HELICOPTERS--TRAINING--COSTS

HELTOW (MISSILE SIGHT)

HELLFIRE (MISSILE)
Army tests launching system for sea-based Hellfire missile. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 29.

HELLFIRE (MISSILE)--PROCUREMENT

Hx-1T SEE HEAVY EXPANDED MOBILITY TACTICAL TRUCKS (HEMTI)
HH-60H (HELICOPTER)


HIGH MOBILITY MULTI-PURPOSE WHEELED VEHICLES (HMMWV)

Army to buy 33,000 more HMMWVs. Army Times; Sept. 25, 1989; 50(7): p. 32.

HIGH POWER MICROWAVES (HPM)

Microwave beam rises again. Army Times; May 8, 1989; 49(39): p. 27.

HIGH TECHNOLOGY LIGHT DIVISION


HIP SEE HOWITZER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (HIP)

HIP SEE M109 (HOWITZER)

HMMWV SEE HIGH MOBILITY MULTI-PURPOSE WHEELED VEHICLES (HMMWV)

HOMETOWN RECRUITER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (HRAP)


HOMOSEXUALS

Study says homosexuals pose no security risk. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 22.

HONDURAS--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U. S.


HOSPITALS


HOSPITALS--DEACTIVATION


HOSPITALS--USER FEES

Cheney ponders battle against medical use fees. Army Times; June 12, 1989; 49(44): p. 4.


Scheme to charge medical user fees is declared dead. Army Times; Aug. 21, 1989; 50(2): p. 9.

HOUSE SALES--CAPITAL GAINS TAX

HOUSING--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


HOUSING--COSTS


HOUSING--FORT ORD, CA


HOUSING--OFFICERS


HOUSING--SECURITY DEPOSITS


HOWITZER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (HIP)


'It's part of a new artillery school of thought'. Army Times; July 3, 1989; 49(47): p. 16.

HPM SEE HIGH POWER MICROWAVES (HPM)

HRAP SEE HOMETOWN RECRUITER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (HRAP)
HUMANITARIAN SERVICE MEDAL


HUMMERS SEE HIGH MOBILITY MULTI-PURPOSE WHEELED VEHICLES (HMMWV)

HURRICANE HUGO, 1989


HVM SEE HYPERVELOCITY MISSILE (HVM)

HYPERVELOCITY MISSILE (HVM)


I-HAWK (MISSILE)


I. D. CARDS SEE MILITARY IDENTIFICATION CARDS

ICBM SEE INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE (ICBM)
IDENTIFICATION FRIEND OR FOE (IFF) DEVICES


IFF SEE IDENTIFICATION FRIEND OR FOE (IFF) DEVICES

IFV SEE INFANTRY FIGHTING VEHICLE (IFV)

IG SEE INSPECTOR GENERAL (IG)

ILL WIND (INVESTIGATION)


ILLEGITIMACY--ARMED FORCES


IMMINENT DANGER PAY


IMPERSONATION--OFFICERS


IMPOSTORS SEE IMPERSONATION--OFFICERS
INCOME TAX--ARMED FORCES


INCOME TAX--DEDUCTIONS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


INCOME TAX--W2 FORMS


INDIVIDUAL READY RESERVE (IRR)

Reservists may be mustered once a year. Army Times; Dec. 25, 1989; 50(20): p. 3.

INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNT (IRA)


INFANTRY


INFANTRY FIGHTING VEHICLE (IFV)

European armies give infantry fighting vehicle specific battlefield. Army Times; Apr. 17, 1989; 49(36): p. 28.

INFANTRY TRAINING CENTER, FORT BENNING, GA


INITIAL-TERMINAL OCCUPANCY ALLOWANCE SEE MOVE-IN HOUSING ALLOWANCE
INSIGNIA--ARMY


INSIGNIA--ARMY--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


INSPECTOR GENERAL (IG)


INSURANCE, LIFE


INTER-AMERICAN DEFENSE BOARD


INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE (ICBM)

ICBM modernization on hold during strategy review. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 25.

INTERMEDIATE RANGE NUCLEAR FORCES TREATY


INTERMEDIATE RANGE NUCLEAR FORCES TREATY--INSPECTIONS


**INTERNATIONAL MARRIAGE**


**INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL**


**INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS**

Panel to select promotions to E-8, forceouts under QMP. Army Times; Mar. 20, 1989; 49(32): p. 4.


**INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--OFFICERS**


**INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--OFFICERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS**


**IOWA (SHIP) GUN TURRET EXPLOSION, 1989**

IRA SEE INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNT (IRA)

IRR SEE INDIVIDUAL READY RESERVE (IRR)

ISRAEL--ESPIONAGE--U. S.


JASORS SEE JOINT ADVANCED SPECIAL OPERATIONS RADIO SYSTEM (JASORS)

JOB VACANCIES

Several career listings open to enlisted soldiers. Army Times; May 8, 1989; 49(39): p. 3.

JOINT ADVANCED SPECIAL OPERATIONS RADIO SYSTEM (JASORS)


JOINT DUTY

Length of Norfolk joint course set. Army Times; May 8, 1989; 49(39): p. 3.

JOINT DUTY--OFFICERS


Opportunities expand for 'dual-hat' assignments. Army Times; Mar. 21, 1989; 49(33): p. 18.


JOINT DUTY-OFFICERS--PROMOTIONS

Services blasted again for handling of joint-duty posts. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 3.

JOINT DUTY-OFFICERS--WOMEN


JOINT READINESS TRAINING CENTER (JRTC), FORT CHAFFEE, AR


Possible JRTC sites studied. Army Times; June 5, 1989; 49(43): p. 2.

JOINT SPECIALTY OFFICER (JSO)


JOINT TASK FORCE 6


JOINT TASK FORCE ALASKA


KEM SEE KINETIC ENERGY MISSILE (KEM)
KINETIC ENERGY MISSILE (KEM)


High as a KITE: Key SDI test on hold. Army Times; Oct. 9, 1989; 50(9): p. 34.

KINETIC KILL VEHICLE INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENT (KITE-i)

High as a KITE: Key SDI test on hold. Army Times; Oct. 9, 1989; 50(9): p. 34.

KITE-i SEE KINETIC KILL VEHICLE INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENT (KITE-i)

KOMSOMOLETS (SUBMARINE)


KOREA (NORTH)--ARMED FORCES


KOREA (PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC) SEE KOREA (NORTH)

KOREA (SOUTH)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--ARMED FORCES, AMERICAN


KOREA (SOUTH)--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U. S.


KOREAN WAR VETERANS MEMORIAL, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Korea war memorial design unveiled. June 26, 1989; 49; 46(p. 2).
KOREAN WAR, 1950-1953--MISSING IN ACTION


KOREAN WAR, 1950-1953--PRISONERS OF WAR


KURSK, BATTLE OF, 1943


LANCE (MISSILE)

Belgium joins in plea for delay of Lance upgrade. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 22.

LANOUE, ALCIDE MOODIE, 1935-

LaNoue said in line for top medical post. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 12.

LASER WEAPONS

Field test approach for Bradley laser system. Army Times; Oct. 9, 1989; 50(9): p. 36.

LASERS


LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

SEE FAST TRACK (LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS)
LEAVE AND EARNING STATEMENTS


LEGAL EDUCATION PROGRAM


LEHMAN, JOHN F., JR., 1942-


LESBIANS


LHX SEE LIGHT HELICOPTER, EXPERIMENTAL (LHX)

LIC SEE LOW INTENSITY CONFLICT (LIC)

LIE DETECTORS AND DETECTING


LIGHT DIVISION

The great debate between light and heavy rages on. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 23.

LIGHT FORCE MODERNIZATION PLAN

LIGHT HELICOPTER, EXPERIMENTAL (LHX)

It may be too late for saving LHX costs by co-development. Army Times; Feb. 6, 1989; 49(26): p. 26.


Design changes to pump up LHX, one team says. Army Times; June 5, 1989; 49(43): p. 30.


LIGHT HELICOPTER, EXPERIMENTAL (LHX)--APPROPRIATIONS & EXPENDITURES

Late bargain spares LHX from budget ax. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 3.

LIGHT TACFIRE

SEE LIGHTWEIGHT TACTICAL FIRE DIRECTION SYSTEM (LIGHT-TACFIRE)

LIGHTWEIGHT TACTICAL FIRE DIRECTION SYSTEM (LIGHT TACFIRE)


LINE OF SIGHT ANTITANK VEHICLE (LOSAT)

Armored support vehicle replacement about to hit a wall. Army Times; Apr. 10, 1989; 49(35): p. 22.

LIVER--DISEASES

Children's liver disease group formed. Army Times; Feb. 6, 1989; 49(26): p. 2.

LONGBOW (RADAR)


LOSAT

SEE LINE OF SIGHT ANTITANK VEHICLE (LOSAT)
LOW ALTITUDE RETRO SYSTEM


LOW INTENSITY CONFLICT (LIC)


LOW INTENSITY CONFLICT (LIC)--AIRCRAFT


LYME DISEASE

Services go into battle against tick-borne disease. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 18.

M-22 (BINOCULARS) SEE BINOCULARS

M109 (HOWITZER)


M1A1 MBT (TANK)


Modernization of Europe forces hitting its stride. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 29.


M1A1 MBT (TANK)--ARMAMENT

M1A1 MBT (TANK)--COMPETITIONS

M1A1 MBT (TANK)--TRAINING
M1s heavy up light training. Army Times; Aug. 7, 1989; 49(52): p. 27.

M1A2 MBT (TANK)
M1A2 tank will get minimal upgrade. Army Times; Sept. 18, 1989; 50(6): p. 28.

M1A3 MBT (TANK)

M3 CAVALRY FIGHTING VEHICLE

M72E4 ANTIARMOR WEAPON

M88A2 IMPROVED RECOVERY VEHICLE
Recovery vehicle maker to fight. Army Times; May 22, 1989; 49(41): p. 27.
MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL--ARMY


MALARIA--PREVENTION


MALPRACTICE


MAM SEE MATERIEL ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT (MAM)

MANAGING THE CIVILIAN WORKFORCE TO BUDGET (MCB)


MANEUVERS--ARMY--TOOELE ARMY DEPOT, UT


MANPOWER REDUCTION


Budget panel considers chopping Army strength by 8,000. Army Times; Apr. 17, 1989; 49(36): p. 8.

September captains board may be held after all. Army Times; May 8, 1989; 49(39): p. 3.


Army dodges budget bullet. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 3.

Lawmakers threaten to pull troops from Europe. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 10.


Field training cutbacks are likely. Army Times; June 19, 1989; 49(45): p. 8.

Army spared cuts as joint staffs reduced. Army Times; June 19, 1989; 49(45): p. 16.

Savings from troop cuts would start small, grow. Army Times; June 19, 1989; 49(45): p. 17.


1,000 field grade officers face early out peril. Army Times; Oct. 30, 1989; 50(12): p. 3.


Stone: Troop cuts may make post maintenance difficult. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 3.


The BIG CHOP: '30,000 from active duty. Army Times; Dec. 11, 1989; 50(18): p. 3.

It may become whole new ball game for officer cuts. Army Times; Dec. 11, 1989; 50(18): p. 3.


Army slashing 12,000 more. Army Times; Dec. 25, 1989; 50(20): p. 4.


MANPOWER REDUCTION, AMERICAN--EUROPE

Europe cuts pushed. Army Times; 49; 47(p. 6).

MANPOWER REDUCTION, AMERICAN--KOREA


MANPOWER REDUCTION--EUROPE


MANPOWER REDUCTION--KOREA

Rourke U. S. troops in Korea, lawmaker urges. Army Times; June 12, 1989; 49(44): p. 11.

MANPOWER REDUCTION--NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)

Former NATO chief wants 50% force cut in Europe. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1989; 49(37): p. 29.

MANPOWER REDUCTION--PENTAGON

Atwood: Cuts to come mainly from civilian ranks. Army Times; July 24, 1989; 49(50): p. 10.
MANPOWER SHORTAGE--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS--EUROPE

U. S. Army Europe comes up 5,000 NCOs short. Army Times; June 12, 1989; 49(44): p. 3.

MAPS SEE MODULAR AZIMUTH POSITION SYSTEMS (MAPS)

MATERIEL ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT (MAM)--OFFICERS


MATERINITY LEAVE

Maternity leave is extended to 42 days for routine cases. Army Times; Feb. 20, 1989; 49(28): p. 3.

MCB SEE MANAGING THE CIVILIAN WORKFORCE TO BUDGET (MCB)

MD-500 (HELICOPTER)


MEALS, READY TO EAT (MRE)

Army tries to put spice in the life of the MRE. Army Times; Feb. 27, 1989; 49(29): p. 6.

MEDICAL CARE


MEDICAL CARE--COSTS

MEDICAL CARE--FORT DRUM, NY


MEDICAL CARE--MANAGEMENT


MEDICAL CARE--PANAMA


MEDICAL OFFICER RETENTION BONUS (MORB)


Military doctors may get more competitive pay. Army Times; Nov. 27, 1989; 50(16): p. 18.

MEDICAL PERSONNEL--REASSIGNMENT

'Slip of the pencil' to be erased? Army Times; July 24, 1939; 49(50): p. 18.

MEDICAL PERSONNEL--RESERVE COMPONENTS--TRAINING


MEDICAL PERSONNEL--TRAINING


MEDICAL RESEARCH--EXPERIMENTATION ON MAN


MEDICARE

Medicare tax: Young should worry, too. Army Times; Mar. 27, 1989; 49(33): p. 16.


**MEDICARE--COSTS**

Events important to retirees abound. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 12.


For one generation: Depression, wars, now this. Army Times; July 3, 1989; 49(47): p. 18.

**MEDICARE--RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL**


**MEFLOQUINE**


**MENDEZ, ENRIQUE, 1931-**


**MERIT PROMOTIONS PROGRAM**

Merit promotions give NCOs hope despite overstaffing. Army Times; Feb. 20, 1989; 49(28): p. 3.

Merit hike program for NCOs hits full stride. Army Times; July 31, 1989; 49(51): p. 4.

**MICROWAVES**

Microwave beam rises again. Army Times; May 8, 1989; 49(39): p. 27.

**MIG-29 (AIRCRAFT)**


MILEAGE ALLOWANCE

MILES  SEE  MULTIPLE INTEGRATED LASER ENGAGEMENT SYSTEM (MILES)

MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY

MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--BLACK HISTORY MONTH

MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--HONOR CODE
West Point grads defend academy honor code to panel. Army Times; Feb. 6, 1989; 49(26): p. 6.
Cadets will be polled on honor code changes. Army Times; Sept. 11, 1989; 50(5): p. 6.

MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.

MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION
Fort Dix, Fort Sheridan, Presidio, lead list of posts on block. Army Times; Jan. 9, 1989; 49(22): p. 4.

Even most opponents predict post closings are rolling to approval. Army Times; Jan. 16, 1989; 49(23): p. 12.


Base closing list clears first big hurdle in Congress. Army Times; Mar. 27, 1989; 49(33): p. 12.

Building projects postponed while post closings studied. Army Times; Apr. 10, 1989; 49(35): p. 12.

Base-closing decisions may be challenged in court. Army Times; Apr. 24, 1989; 49(37): p. 18.


**MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION--PHILIPPINE ISL-N.**


**MILITARY BASES--DESCRIPTION**


**MILITARY BASES--EUROPE**

MILITARY BASES--FAR EAST

MILITARY BASES--PANAMA

MILITARY BASES--PHILIPPINES

MILITARY CHILD CARE ACT, 1989


MILITARY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS


Building project postponed while post closings studied. Army Times; Apr. 10, 1989; 49(35): p. 12.


MILITARY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

MILITARY DEPENDENTS--BENEFITS


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--DENTAL CARE


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--ECONOMIC CONDITIONS


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--INSURANCE, HEALTH


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--MEDICAL CARE

Bill to help disabled kids gets key backing. Army Times; June 12, 1989; 49(44): p. 12.

MILITARY DEPENDENTS--MEDICAL CARE--EUROPE


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--PANAMA

'I didn’t cry when I left that place'. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 22.
MILITARY DEPENDENTS--TRAVEL


MILITARY DISCHARGE


MILITARY DISCHARGE--DRUG ABUSE

Suit filed over discharges based on bad drug tests. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 4.

MILITARY DISCHARGE--EARLY RELEASE

Tours may end with gift of time. Army Times; Sept. 18, 1989; 50(6): p. 3.

MILITARY DISCIPLINE--ARMY

Discipline problems decline along with drug cases. Army Times; Oct. 9, 1989; 50(9): p. 27.

MILITARY EDUCATION--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


Nearly 11,000 picked for ANCOC. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 2.

10,629 staff sergeants selected for schooling. Army Times; Apr. 10, 1989; 49(35): p. 3.

Schools-for-stripes policy eases on status deadline. Army Times; Apr. 17, 1989; 49(36): p. 3.


MILITARY EDUCATION--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS-ARMY

NCOs should monitor training credits. Army Times; July 3, 1989; 49(47): p. 3.

MILITARY EDUCATION--OFFICERS


More than 1,800 will attend command and staff colleges. Army Times; Jan. 16, 1989; 49(23): p. 4.


MILITARY EDUCATION--SERVICE SCHOOLS AND WAR COLLEGES


MILITARY IDENTIFICATION CARD--COUNTERFEITS AND COUNTERFEITING

Phony IDs fuel black market. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 11.

MILITARY IDENTIFICATION CARDS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


MILITARY IDENTIFICATION CARDS--RESERVE COMPONENTS--MILITARY DEPENDENTS


MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTIES (MOS)--RECLASSIFICATION

MILITARY OFFICER RETENTION BONUS (MORB)


MILITARY PAY PROPOSALS, 1989


MILITARY PERSONNEL ACCOUNT (MPA)


MILITARY PERSONNEL--INCOME TAX


MILITARY POLICY—U. S.


MILITARY SERVICE, COMPULSORY—MEDICAL PERSONNEL


MILITARY SERVICE, VOLUNTARY


Nunn proposes panel to study national service. Army Times; July 31, 1989; 49(51): p. 16.

MILITARY SPENDING


MILITARY STRATEGY—U. S.

MINES, MILITARY

Catching up in the field of mines. Army Times; Dec. 11, 1989; 50(18): p. 25.

MISSILE TECHNOLOGY CONTROL REGIME (MTCR)


MISSILE, ANTIRADAR SEE TACIT RAINBOW ANTIRADAR MISSILE

MISSILES


MISSILES, ANTITANK SEE ANTITANK MISSILES

MISSISSIPPI ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT, PICAYUNE, MS--DEACTIVATION

Legislators rally to save munitions plant. Army Times; June 26, 1989; 49(46): p. 27.

MLRS SEE MULTIPLE LAUNCH ROCKET SYSTEM (MLRS)

MLRS-TGW SEE MULTIPLE LAUNCH ROCKET SYSTEM-TERMINAL GUIDANCE WARHEAD (MLRS-TGW)

MOBILE SUBSCRIBER EQUIPMENT (MSE)


MODEL BASE PROGRAM


MODULAR ARMOR

Army eyes modular armor, common vehiel chassis. Army Times; Apr. 10, 1989; 49(35): p. 27.

MODULAR AZIMUTH POSITION SYSTEMS (MAPS)


MONTGOMERY GI BILL, 1984


MONTGOMERY GI BILL, 1984--RESERVE COMPONENTS


MONTGOMERY GI BILL, 1984--TUITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM


MORALE, WELFARE AND RECREATION (MWR) ACTIVITIES--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Recreation spending threatened by budget shortfall. Army Times; Apr. 3, 1989; 49(343): p. 3.

Bill to bail out MWR programs runs into unexpected snag. Army Times; May 8, 1989; 49(39): p. 6.


MWR bill must pass soon to avoid cuts. Army Times; June 12, 1989; 49(44): p. 8.


**MORALE--ARMED FORCES**


MORB SEE MEDICAL OFFICER RETENTION BONUS (MORB)

MORB SEE MILITARY OFFICER RETENTION BONUS (MORB)

**MORTUARIES**

Army's mortuary moved to Travis AFB. Army Times; Oct. 9, 1989; 50(9): p. 2.

MOS SEE MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTIES (MOS)

**MOVE-IN HOUSING ALLOWANCE**


MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--COSTS

U. S. must pay cost of overseas shipping if original goods lost. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 70.


Mobile homes cheap, until... Army Times; Sept. 18, 1989; 50(6): p. 7.


MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--DAMAGES

Damage claim time could be cut in half. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 8.


MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--RELOCATION CENTERS


MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--WEIGHT ALLOWANCE


Weight limits for moves to Germany get big boost. Army Times; May 22, 1989; 49(41): p. 10.


MPA SEE MILITARY PERSONNEL ACCOUNT (MPA)
MRE  SEE  MEALS, READY TO EAT (MRE)

MTCR  SEE  MISSILE TECHNOLOGY CONTROL REGIME (MTCR)

MUD SOLDIERS (BOOK)


MULTIPLE INTEGRATED LASER ENGAGEMENT SYSTEM (MILES)


MULTIPLE LAUNCH ROCKET SYSTEM (MLRS)

Radstone memory units for MLRS. Army Times; Feb. 27, 1989; 49(29): p. 28.

MULTIPLE LAUNCH ROCKET SYSTEM-TERMINAL GUIDANCE WARHEAD (MLRS-TGW)


MUNITIONS


MUNITIONS--PROCUREMENT

MUSICIANS, MILITARY

Army needs NOCs in 5 band specialties. Army Times; Apr. 17, 1989; 49(36): p. 16.

MX (MISSILE)


NATIONAL CENTER FOR STRATEGIC STUDIES


NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION (NCAA)


NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL


NATIONAL SERVICE


National service plans attacked from left and right. Army Times; Apr. 24, 1989; 49(37): p. 15.


NATIONAL SERVICE PLAN


NATO SEE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)

NCAA SEE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION (NCAA)

NCO LEADER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM


NCO LEADER DEVELOPMENT STUDY GROUP


NCOER SEE NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (NCOER)

NCOES SEE NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EDUCATION SYSTEM (NCOES)

NERVE GAS SEE CHEMICAL WEAPONS

NIGHT FLYING--SAFETY

NIGHT VISION DEVICES


NIGHT VISION GOGGLES SEE AN-PVS-5 (NIGHT VISION GOGGLES)

NIGHT VISION GOGGLES SEE AN-PVS-7 (NIGHT VISION GOGGLES)

NIGHT WARFARE


NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION (MOTORIZED)

Motorized concept 'is dead;' 9th Division to be mechanized. Army Times; Feb. 20, 1989; 49(28): p. 4.


NLOS SEE NON-LINE-OF-SIGHT (NLOS) MISSILE

NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EDUCATION SYSTEM (NCOES)

Schools-for-stripces policy eases on status deadline. Army Times; Apr. 17, 1989; 49(36): p. 3.

New system asked for NCO training in Europe. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 3.

NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (NCOER)


Physical fitness emphasized more in new NCO evaluation report. Army Times; Feb. 6, 1989; 49(26): p. 27.


Embellished NCO evaluation reports can be harmful. Army Times; June 25, 1989; 49(46): p. 3.

NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS--CAREER DEVELOPMENT


NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS--TRAINING


NON-LINE-OF-SIGHT (NLOS) MISSILE


NORIEGA, MANUEL ANTONIO

Incident in Panama may have involved Noriega in person. Army Times; June 19, 1989; 49(45): p. 20.

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--AMBASSADORS--U.S.


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--ARMED FORCES--MANEUVERS


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--ARMS PURCHASES

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--COMBAT READINESS


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--ECONOMIC POLICY


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--MANEUVERS


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--MILITARY POLICY


NATO's response to Gorbachev called 'flabby'. Army Times; Jan. 9, 1989; 49(22): p. 27.


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--NUCLEAR WEAPONS


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT


NORTH, OLIVER L., JR.


NORTH, OLIVER L. JR.--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.

Oliver North's retired pay: The future is cloudy. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 16.

NOTARIES


NTC SEE NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC), FORT IRWIN, CA

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS--LAW AND LEGISLATION


NUCLEAR SUBMARINES, RUSSIAN--ACCIDENTS


NUCLEAR WARFARE


NUCLEAR WEAPONS


NUCLEAR WEAPONS--U. S.


NUNN, SAM, 1938--

Nunn leads committee defeat of Tower, citing bad example. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 4.

Armed Services' chief stands firm in center of Tower storm. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 4.
NURSE CORPS--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


NURSES AND NURSING--EDUCATION BENEFITS


NURSES AND NURSING--EDUCATION--STANDARDS


NURSES AND NURSING--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


NURSES AND NURSING--SALARIES, PENSIONS, ETC.


NURSING SCHOOLS


NUTRITION

Meat will get nutrition labels. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 2.

OBESITY

At the fat farm (Cover Story). Army Times; Feb. 13, 1989; 49(27): p. 10.

**OBSCENITY (LAW)**


**OER SEE OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (OER)**

**OFF-POST RENTAL HOUSING LEASE INDEMNITY PROGRAM**


**OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL**


**OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (OER)**

Senior raters now can remedy history of inflated reserve officer evaluations. Army Times; Feb. 6, 1989; 49(26): p. 3.


**OH-58 (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS**


**OH-58A (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS**


**OH-58D (HELICOPTER)--AERIAL OBSERVERS**

NCOs needed to fill copter seats. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 8.
OIL SPILLS--PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND, AK

OMNIBUS RECONCILIATION ACT

ONE HUNDRED FIRST AIRBORNE DIVISION (AIR ASSAULT)

ONE HUNDRED NINETY-FOURTH ARMORED BRIGADE

OPERATION FIREBREAK, OREGON, 1987

OSPREY SEE V-22 (TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT)

OVERSEAS TOURS--COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)

OVERSEAS TOURS--EUROPE

OVERSEAS TOURS--GERMANY--HOUSING


OVERSEAS TOURS--HOME-TRAVEL PROGRAM

Free-trip ban to stay for many overseas re-ups. Army Times; June 5, 1989; 49(43): p. 3.

OVERSEAS TOURS--HOUSING BENEFITS


OVERSEAS TOURS--MILITARY DEPENDENTS

Senators again question value of dependents in Europe; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 6.

Plan would cut spending on dependents. Army Times; Mar. 27, 1989; 49(33): p. 4.

OVERSEAS TOURS--MILITARY DEPENDENTS--ECONOMIC CONDITIONS


OVERSEAS TOURS--PANAMA


OVERSEAS TOURS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


OVERSEAS TOURS--STATISTICS

PALLETIZED LOADING SYSTEMS (PLS)


PALMER, DAVE RICHARD, 1934-


PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS FLIGHT 103 BOMBING, LOCKERBIE, SCOTLAND, 1988


'It was not to be'. Army Times; Jan. 9, 1989; 49(22): p. 6.

PANAMA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U. S.


Official foresees no harassment increase. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 6.

SouthCom wins award for crisis public relations. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 20.


Incident in Panama may have involved Noriega in person. Army Times; June 19, 1989; 49(45): p. 20.


PANAMA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U. S.

PANAMA--MILITARY DEPENDENTS--EVACUATION


PANAMA--TERRORISM

Terror in Panama. Army Times; Mar. 20, 1989; 49(32): p. 3.


MPs briefly held in Panama. Army Times; Aug. 21, 1989; 50(2): p. 2.

PATRIOT (MISSILE)


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--ADVANCE PAY


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--ARMED FORCES


'The pay raise is not on the table'. Army Times; Feb. 27, 1989; 49(29): p. 3.


Initial congressional budget plan would eliminate pay raise. Army Times; Apr. 17, 1989; 49(36): p. 3.

Bush’s plan will contain 3.6% pay hike. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 3.


3.6 percent pay raise for next year endorsed. Army Times; 49; 47(p. 6).


New pay chart reflects probable 3.6% raise. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 4.


Joint panel to examine politics in pay process. Army Times; Dec. 25, 1989; 50(20): p. 3.

PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--ARMED FORCES--OFFICERS


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--COMBAT PAY


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--CONGRESS


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--ENLISTED PERSONNEL

Enlisted may be entitled to subsistence pay refunds. Army Times; Dec. 11, 1989; 50(18): p. 20.

PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--OFFICERS


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--RESERVE COMPONENTS


PENSIONS


PENTAGON--ANNEX

PENTAGON--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR


PERSHING 1A (MISSILE)


PERSONNEL AND LOGISTICS COURSE, FT. BLISS, TX


PERSONNEL FILES--PHOTOGRAPHS


PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT


PERSONNEL RECORDS--AUTOMATION


PETS--THERAPEUTIC USE


PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT


PHOTOGRAPHS FOR MILITARY PERSONNEL FILES (AR 640-30)


PHYSICAL FITNESS UNIFORMS--ARMY

PHYSICAL TRAINING

TRADOC wants to whip officers, WCOs into shape. Army Times; July 17, 1989; 49(49): p. 3.

PHYSICIANS--CERTIFICATION


PHYSICIANS--DERELICTION OF DUTY


PHYSICIANS--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


PHYSICIANS--SALARIES, PENSIONS, ETC.

Number of doctors getting bonus to be cut in half. Army Times; Jan. 16, 1989; 49(23): p. 11.


Military doctors may get more competitive pay. Army Times; Nov. 27, 1989; 50(16): p. 18.

PHYSICIANS--SEXUAL MISCONDUCT


PLDC SEE PRIMARY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT COURSES (PLDC)

PLS SEE PALLETIZED LOADING SYSTEMS (PLS)
POCKLINGTON, DOROTHY


POLLUTION--ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD


PORTS OF ARRIVAL--GERMANY


POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER (PTSD)


POWELL, COLIN LUTHER, 1937-

'He knows how to be tough but...how to motivate people'. Army Times; Aug. 21, 1989; 50(2): p. 8.

PREPARED TO DEFEND THE MOTHERLAND (BOOK REVIEW)


PRIMARY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT COURSES (PLDC)


PRISONERS AND PRISONS

PROCUREMENT--ARMY


Army told to spend more on basic gear. Army Times; July 31, 1989; 49(51): p. 16.

PROCUREMENT--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT

Caucus targets tests, purchase of weapons. Army Times; Feb. 27, 1989; 49(29): p. 27.


PROMOTION POINT WORKSHEET

Army may revamp NCO Promotion Point Worksheet. Army Times; Mar. 13, 1989; 49(31): p. 3.

PROMOTIONS

SEE ALSO

TRANSITIONS IN EACH ISSUE

PROMOTIONS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


PROMOTIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

Army's 'schools-for-stripes' rules seen surviving winter policy review. Army Times; Jan. 16, 1989; 49(23): p. 3.

Merit promotions give NCOs hope despite overstaffing. Army Times; Feb. 20, 1989; 49(28): p. 3.

Schools-for-stripes policy eases on status deadline. Army Times; Arp. 17, 1989; 49(36): p. 3.

NCOs should monitor training credits. Army Times; July 3, 1989; 49(47): p. 3.

Merit hike program for NCOs hits full stride. Army Times; July 31, 1989; 49(51): p. 4.


PROMOTIONS--NURSE CORPS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS

Army revamps screening of O-5, O-6 selections. Army Times; May 23, 1989; 49(41): p. 3.

Lieutenant colonel profile: Five years in grade as major. Army Times; Nov. 27, 1989; 50(16): p. 3.


PTSD see POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER (PTSD)

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE


QMP see QUALITATIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (QMP)

QRF see QUICK REACTION FORCES--EL SALVADOR

QUALITATIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (QMP)

Board looks at candidates for most-senior NCO ranks. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 3.


QUALITY OF LIFE--ARMED FORCES

QUICK REACTION FORCES--EL SALVADOR


RADAR


RADAR DOMES

Panel developed to protect radar dome from ammunition. Army Times; May 22, 1989; 49(41): p. 28.

RADAR, ACTIVE APERTURE


RADIO


RADIO, SHORT WAVE


RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL--LAW AND LEGISLATION


RADOME

Panel developed to protect radar dome from ammunition. Army Times; May 22, 1989; 49(41): p. 28.
RAPE


RAPE--FRANKFURT, GERMANY


REACTIVE ARMOR


READING SKILLS--MILITARY PERSONNEL

Recruits' reading scores look worse than they are, study says. Army Times; Feb. 6, 1989; 49(25): p. 6.

Weak reading skills afflict many NCOs. Army Times; July 10, 1989; 49(48): p. 3.

RECORDS AND CORRESPONDENCE


RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.

Cat IVs are back: Recruit quality drops. Army Times; Jan. 3u, 1989; 49(25): p. 3.


Recruiting goals will be met with only slight quality dip. Army Times; Aug. 7, 1989; 49(52): p. 4.


RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.--CATEGORY IV

No more Cat IVs this year: Recruits reduced by 4,000. Army Times; June 5, 1989; 49(43): p. 6.

RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


More than 900 staff sergeants may be ousted under QMP policy. Army Times; Jan. 30, 1989; 49(25): p. 3.

Enlisted sought for a variety of training programs. Army Times; Mar. 20, 1989; 49(32): p. 31.

RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

Promotions, reenlistments may be victims of senior NCO glit. Army Times; Feb. 6, 1989; 49(26): p. 10.


RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.--OFFICERS


RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.--TELEVISION

MTV or the Army? Nov. 13, 1989; 50; 14(p. 2).
RED ARMY (BOOK REVIEW)


REENLISTMENT BONUS SEE SELECTIVE REENLISTMENT BONUS

REFORGER '89 (MANEUVERS)


REFORGER '90 (MANEUVERS)


REFORGER '90 (MANEUVERS)


REFUGEEES, EAST EUROPEAN--HOUSING


REFUGEEES, EAST GERMAN--HOUSING


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)


REPLACEMENTS (PERSONNEL)

RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE


RESERVE COMPONENTS


RESERVE COMPONENTS--ALABAMA


RESERVE COMPONENTS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


RESERVE COMPONENTS--COMBAT READINESS

Probers hit 'readiness deficiencies' in reserve forces. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 11.


RESERVE COMPONENTS--FLORIDA


RESERVE COMPONENTS--LAW AND LEGISLATION

Court upholds training for National Guard. Army Times; July 17, 1989; 49(49): p. 8.

RESERVE COMPONENTS--LEAVE

RESERVE COMPONENTS--MOBILIZATION

Reservists may be mustered once a year. Army Times; Dec. 25, 1989; 50(20): p. 3.

RESERVE COMPONENTS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS--PHYSICAL FITNESS

Guard CSM board raps "growing" soldiers, poor appearance. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 4.

RESERVE COMPONENTS--RETIREMENT


RESERVE COMPONENTS--TRAINING

Budget crunch forces Reserves to scrap active tours. Army Times; Aug. 7, 1989; 49(52): p. 3.

RESERVE JURISDICTION ACT

RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)--INSTRUCTORS


RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)--SCHOLARSHIPS


RESIGNATIONS--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT


RETENTION

Thousands of extra promotions to sergeant coming. Army Times; Mar. 27, 1989; 49(33): p. 3.

Manpower chief calls up-or-out into question. Army Times; Nov. 13, 1989; 50(14): p. 3.

RETENTION BONUS SEE MILITARY OFFICER RETENTION BONUS (MORB)

RETIREMENT


RETIREMENT--COST OF LIVING


What he might have said about the inflation rate. Army Times; Mar. 13, 1989; 49(31): p. 16.

We're mourning the death of the retirement annuity era. Army Times; Apr. 10, 1989; 49(35): p. 21.

RETIREMENT--COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)


Military-related groups will ask Bush to protect retiree COLAs. Army Times; Jan. 16, 1989; 49(23): p. 10.


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--EMPLOYMENT**


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--EMPLOYMENT--CENSUS**


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--INCOME TAX**

Court ruling ultimately could mean tax breaks for a half-million retirees. Army Times; Apr. 10, 1989; 49(35): p. 3.

Retirees must act to get refunds. Army Times; Apr. 17, 1989; 49(36): p. 4.

States respond differently to Supreme Court's tax decision. Army Times; Apr. 17, 1989; 49(36): p. 4.


Retirees race to file refund claims under deadline. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 12.

Aftermath of court decision may be complicating our lives. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 16.


Tax cuts mount in wake of Supreme Court ruling. Army Times; June 19, 1989; 49(45): p. 22.

**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--INCOME TAX--NEW YORK**


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--INCOME TAX--VIRGINIA**


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--LAW AND LEGISLATION**

Bee swarm of bills: stingers or honey? Army Times; Feb. 6, 1989; 49(26): p. 18.

**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--MEDICAL CARE**


Health chief takes no stand on health surtax. Army Times; '88'v 24, 1989; 49(50): p. 16.

Scheme to charge medical user fees is declared dead. Army Times; Aug. 21, 1989; 50(2): p. 9.

**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--OFFICERS--EMPLOYMENT**


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.**


Slapstick policies lose their charm with money at stake. Army Times; Jan. 16, 1989; 49(23): p. 16.

Direct payment of retired pay to divorcees limited. Army Times; Jan. 16, 1989; 49(23): p. 16.


Divorce, disability and pension pots still bubbling. Army Times; Aug. 21, 1989; 50(2): p. 27.


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--RESERVE COMPONENTS--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.

Early retirement plan for reservists scrapped. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 16.

RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--RULES AND REGULATIONS--GERMANY


RETIRED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION SEE THE RETIRED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION (TROA)

RETIREMENT


Even sweetened retirement can come up short. Army Times; July 17, 1989; 49(49): p. 12.

Squirreling away for the future is not so nutty. Army Times; Nov. 27, 1989; 50(16): p. 18.

RETIREMENT INCOME

Slapstick policies lose their charm with money at stake. Army Times; Jan. 16, 1989; 49(23): p. 16.

RETIREMENT INCOME--LAW AND LEGISLATION--NEVADA

Nevada court says ex-spouses can't claim retired pay. Army Times; July 17, 1989; 49(49): p. 4.

RETIREMENT POINTS ACCOUNTING SYSTEM--RESERVE FORCES


RETIREMENT--ARMED FORCES


REVIEW BOARDS SEE SPECIAL REVIEW BOARDS

REVOLVING DOOR POLICY--LAW AND LEGISLATION


RIFLE PROGRAM SEE ADVANCED COMBAT RIFLE PROGRAM

RIFLES--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


ROBOTS


ROTC  SEE  RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)

ROVING SANDS (EXERCISE)


ROWE, JAMES NICHOLAS, 1938-1989.

Colonel killed in Philippines. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 6.


RUMBAUGH, JAMES H., 1940-1989.


RYDER, FLORENCE, 1901-1989.


SADARM  SEE  SENSE AND DESTROY ARMOR (SADARM)

SAN FRANCISCO, CA--EARTHQUAKE, 1989


SAN FRANCISCO, CA--EARTHQUAKE, 1989--DAMAGE


SAT  SEE  SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST (SAT)

SATELLITES, ARTIFICIAL--ARMY


SATELLITES, ARTIFICIAL--MILITARY APPLICATIONS


SCAT  SEE  SINGLE CONTRACTOR AVIATOR TRAINING (SCAT)

SCHOLARSHIPS


SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS--OFFICERS


SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST (SAT)


High tech drives scores up. Army Times; Sept. 25, 1989; 50(7): p. 11.


SCHOOL BUSES--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

SCHOOL REPORTS AND RECORDS


SCHROEDER, PATRICIA SCOTT, 1940-

Schroeder wants to lead military construction panel. Army Times; Feb. 6, 1989; 49(26): p. 9.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVES ANNEX


SDI SEE STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE (SDI)

SEALIFT


SECRETARY OF THE ARMY


SELECTIVE EARLY RETIREMENT BOARD (SERB)


SELECTIVE REENLISTMENT BONUS (SRB)


Re-up bonuses to be boosted for two months. Army Times; Aug. 21, 1989; 50(2): p. 4.


SELF-HELP PROGRAM


SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY


SEMICONDUCTORS


SENIOR SERVICE COLLEGES

Skelton: Colleges' course work must be made more rigorous. Army Times; May 22, 1989; 49(41): p. 18.


SENIOR SERVICE COLLEGES--APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS


SENIOR SERVICE COLLEGES--FACULTY--SALARIES, PENSIONS, ETC.


SENIOR SERVICE COLLEGES--REORGANIZATION

SENSE AND DESTROY ARMOR (SADARM)


SENSORS


SENSORS--ICE DETECTION


SERB SEE SELECTIVE EARLY RETIREMENT BOARD (SERB)

SERGEANTS MAJOR ACADEMY, FORT BLISS, TX


SERVICE OBLIGATION


SERVICE OBLIGATION--SERVICE ACADEMIES


SERVICE SCHOOLS AND WAR COLLEGES--FACULTY--SALARIES, PENSIONS, ETC.


SERVICEMEN'S GROUP LIFE INSURANCE (SGLI)


SEVERANCE PAY--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


SGI SEE SERVICEMEN'S GROUP LIFE INSURANCE (SGLI)

SHACKNOW, SIDNEY, 1934-


SHIPS--ARMY

This Army ship is supposed to sink--sort of. Army Times; July 24, 1989; 49(50): p. 28.

SHOPLIFTING


SIMULATION METHODS--ADJUTANT GENERAL CORPS


SINCGARS. SEE SINGLE CHANNEL GROUND AND AIRBORNE RADIO SYSTEM (SINCGARS)

SINGLE CHANNEL GROUND AND AIRBORNE RADIO SYSTEM (SINCGARS)


SINGLE CONTRACTOR AVIATOR TRAINING (SCAT)

SINGLE PARENTS


SINGLE-CHANNEL GROUND AND AIRBORNE RADIO SYSTEM (SINCGARS)


SIOP-7 SEE STRATEGIC INTEGRATED OPERATION PLAN-7 (SIOP-7)

SIXTH INFANTRY DIVISION (LIGHT)


SKILL BADGES--ARMY


SKILL QUALIFICATION TESTS (SQT)

TRADOC asks for proposals for new SQT. Army Times; Dec. 11, 1989; 50(18): p. 4.

SMOKING--FORT DIX, NJ


SOCIAL SECURITY


SOCIAL SECURITY--COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)

SOCIAL SECURITY--LAW AND LEGISLATION

SOCOM  SEE  SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND (SOCOM)

SOLDIERS' AND AIRMEN'S HOME, WASHINGTON, DC

SOUTHCOM  SEE  SOUTHERN COMMAND (SOUTHCOM)

SOUTHERN COMMAND (SOUTHCOM)
Thurman to command SOUTHCOM. Army Times; July 31, 1989; 49(51): p. 2.

SOUTHERN COMMAND (SOUTHCOM)--AWARDS
SouthCom wins award for crisis public relations. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 20.

SOUTHERN COMMAND (SOUTHCOM)--PANAMA

SOVIET MILITARY POWER (ANNUAL)


SOVIET UNION--AIRCRAFT

Air defense aircraft may be key to weapons accord. Army Times; Aug. 21, 1989; 50(2): p. 22.

SOVIET UNION--ARMED FORCES

'Tell American soldiers we do not want war'. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 12.

SOVIET UNION--ARMED FORCES--AFGHANISTAN


SOVIET UNION--ARMED FORCES--MANPOWER REDUCTION


SOVIET UNION--ARMED FORCES--TRAINING


SOVIET UNION--ARMED FORCES--VETERANS

Afghan vets: 'We have to look the truth in the eyes'. Army Times; Apr. 24, 1989; 49(37): p. 13.

SOVIET UNION--ARMORED VEHICLES


SOVIET UNION--ARMS REDUCTION

Military cuts 'necessary'. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 17.

SOVIET UNION--ARMY


SOVIET UNION--DEFENSES


SOVIET UNION--ECONOMIC POLICY


SOVIET UNION--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U.S.


SOVIET UNION--LENINAKAN--EARTHQUAKE, 1988

SOVIET UNION--MILITARY INTELLIGENCE


SOVIET UNION--MILITARY POLICY

Soviet gives Congress rare look at military dissent. Army Times; Apr. 17, 1989; 49(36): p. 27.

SOVIET UNION--RECONNAISSANCE STRIKE COMPLEXES

Soviets imitating JSTARS. Army Times; July 24, 1989; 49(50): p. 25.

SOVIET UNION--RIOTS


SOVIET UNION--SPITAK--EARTHQUAKE, 1988


SOVIET UNION--TROOP WITHDRAWAL


SPACE FLIGHT TO THE MOON--MANNED FLIGHTS


SPECIAL FORCES ASSESSMENT AND SELECTION

SPECIAL FORCES ORIENTATION TRAINING  SEE  SPECIAL FORCES ASSESSMENT AND SELECTION

SPECIAL FORCES--ADVANCED NCO COURSE


SPECIAL FORCES--ANNIVERSARIES


SPECIAL FORCES--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


SPECIAL FORCES--FORT DEVENS, MA


SPECIAL FORCES--HONDURAS


SPECIAL FORCES--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC


SPECIAL FORCES--TRAINING


SPECIAL OPERATIONS (MILITARY SCIENCE)


SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND (SOCOM)


Army leaders want to upgrade Special Forces to major command. Army Times; June 5, 1989; 49(43): p. 6.

Special operations to be elevated to three stars. Army Times; Nov. 20, 1989; 50(15): p. 20.


SPECIAL REVIEW BOARDS

Special review boards see increased business. Army Times; Apr. 3, 1989; 49(34): p. 18.

SPETSNAZ


SPOUSES PROTECTION ACT SEE UNIFORMED SERVICES FORMER SPOUSES PROTECTION ACT, 1983

SPOUSES, MILITARY


SOT SEE SKILL QUALIFICATION TESTS (SOT)

SRB SEE SELECTIVE REENLISTMENT BONUS (SRB)
SEE SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME (SSI)

CENSORSHIP


STRATEGIC ARMS REDUCTION TALKS (START)

START SEE STRATEGIC ARMS REDUCTION TREATY (START)

STEROIDS


STEROIDS--TESTING


STINGER (MISSILE)


STINGER (MISSILE)--TRAINING

Stinger facility provides realistic combat training. Army Times; Oct. 9, 1989; 50(9): p. 36.

STINGER RMP (MISSILE)

New Stinger accepted: But RMP missile still must survive testing gauntlet. Army Times; June 19, 1989; 49(45): p. 27.

STINGRAY (LASER WEAPON)


Field test approach for Bradley laser system. Army Times; Oct. 9, 1989; 50(9): p. 36.

STOCKHOLM INTERNATIONAL PEACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE


STONE, MICHAEL P. V. 1925-


STRATEGIC ARMS REDUCTION TREATY (START)

Strategic review to be done by May. Army Times; Apr. 3, 1989; 49(34): p. 25.


STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE (SDI)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE (SDI)--TESTING


STRATEGIC INTEGRATED OPERATION PLAN-7 (SIOP-7)


STRATEGIC STUDIES  SEE  NATIONAL CENTER OF STRATEGIC STUDIES

SULLIVAN, GORDON R. , 1937-

Thurman to retire; Foss to command TRADOC. Army Times; June 26, 1989; 49(46): p. 12.

SUPERCOMPUTERS


SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME (SSI)

Bill to help disabled kids gets key backing. Army Times; June 12, 1989; 49(44): p. 12.


SUPPLIES AND STORES


SUPPLIES AND STORES--AUDITING AND INSPECTION


SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE

LaNoue said in line for top medical post. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 12.
SURGERY, EXPERIMENTAL--ANIMALS


SURVIVOR BENEFITS


Glenn plan would allow retirees to avoid cuts. Army Times; Feb. 27, 1989; 49(29): p. 19.


Glenn plan would boost SBP program. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 8.

Events important to retirees abound. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 12.

Sure, SBP has rules, but what insurance doesn't? Army Times; June 5, 1989; 49(43): p. 16.


SURVIVOR BENEFITS--RULES AND REGULATIONS

No benefits for widow who killed her husband. Army Times; Sept. 4, 1989; 50(4): p. 3.

TACAWS SEE THE ARMY COUNTER AIR WEAPONS SYSTEM (TACAWS)
TACCS SEE TACTICAL ARMY COMBAT SUPPORT COMPUTER SYSTEM (TACCS)--AUTOMATION

TACIT RAINBOW ANTIRADAR MISSILE


TACTICAL ARMY COMBAT SUPPORT COMPUTER SYSTEM (TACCS)--AUTOMATION


TANK GUNNERY


TANK RECOVERY VEHICLES

Recovery vehicle maker to fight. Army Times; May 22, 1989; 49(41): p. 27.

TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)


TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)--COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

Army plans $100 million armored vehicle intercom buy. Army Times; Apr. 3, 1989; 49(34): p. 28.
TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)--ELECTROMAGNETIC GUNS

Army hopes to put electric guns on future tanks. Army Times; Aug. 28, 1989; 50(3): p. 27.

TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)--ELECTROTHERMAL GUNS

Army hopes to put electric guns on future tanks. Army Times; Aug. 28, 1989; 50(3): p. 27.

TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)--SOVIET UNION


TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)--SOVIET UNION--REACTIVE ARMOR


TEAM SPIRIT 1989 (EXERCISE)


TEAM SPIRIT 1989 (EXERCISE)--ACCIDENTS


TECHNOLOGY BASE MASTER PLAN


TECHNOLOGY--ARMS INDUSTRY AND TRADE--U. S.


TECHNOLOGY--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

TELEDYNE ELECTRONICS OF SAN DIEGO--FRAUD


TELEPHONE CALLS--FRAUD


TEMPORARY LEAVE TRANSFER PROGRAM


TERRORISM--AIRPLANE BOMBING


'It was not to be'. Army Times; Jan. 9, 1989; 49(22): p. 6.

TERRORISM--HONDURAS


TERRORISM--MILITARY DEPENDENTS


TERRORISM--PANAMA

Terror in Panama. Army Times; Mar. 20, 1989; 49(32): p. 3.


Fear felt for soldiers, families in 'retreat to enclaves'. Army Times; Apr. 24, 1989; 49(37): p. 4.

Bizarre case surfaces in Panama. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 6.
TERRORISM--PHILIPPINE ISLANDS


THE ARMY COUNTER AIR WEAPONS SYSTEM (TACAWS)


THE RETIRED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION (TROA)--AWARDS


THE RETIRED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION (TROA)--SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS


THEFT--GOVERNMENT PROPERTY--FORT CARSON, CO


THURMAN, MAXWELL R., 1931-

Thurman to retire; Foss to command TRADOC. Army Times; June 26, 1989; 49(46): p. 12.
Thurman to command SOUTHCOM. Army Times; July 31, 1989; 49(51): p. 2.

TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT PROGRAM--SOVIET UNION

'What do you cut and who makes these decisions?'. Army Times; June 26, 1989; 49(46): p. 32.

TOBACCO--SALES--MILITARY BASES

TOOELE ARMY DEPOT, UT--HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES


TOP ATTACK CONSUMABLE ANTITANK (TOPCAT) MISSILE


TOPCAT SEE TOP ATTACK CONSUMABLE ANTITANK (TOPCAT) MISSILE

TORTOISES SEE TURTLES

TOTAL WARRANT OFFICER SYSTEM (TWOS)


New top warrant pay grade goes to Hill. Army Times; Apr. 10, 1989; 49(35): p. 3.

TOW (MISSILE)


TOWER, JOHN GOODWIN, 1925


Tower: 'No sacred cows'. Army Times; Feb. 6, 1989; 49(26): p. 4.

Ties to defense contractors raise concerns during hearing. Army Times; Feb. 6, 1989; 49(26): p. 4.


Nunn leads committee defeat of Tower, citing bad example. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 4.

Military associations refuse to fall in line behind Tower's bid. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 12.

Senators express pain in voting against a job for one of their own. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 12.


TRAINING


Alaska soldiers bear load to test ways to carry more. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 3.

Field training cutbacks are likely. Army Times; June 19, 1989; 49(45): p. 8.


TRAINING WITH INDUSTRY PROGRAM


TRAINING--NONMILITARY--ARMY--OFFICERS


TRAINING--RESERVE COMPONENTS--CAMP BLANDING, FL


TRAINING--ACCIDENTS


TRAINING--BERLIN, GERMANY


TRAINING--ENLISTED PERSONNEL

Bradley NCOs, SFCs, others see opportunities. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 3.


TRAINING--GERMANY

Army tries to lower its big profile in Germany. Army Times; Dec. 11, 1989; 50(18): p. 8.

TRAINING--INFANTRY


TRAINING--INJURIES

Army boots running in 3rd week of basic. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 3.

TRAINING--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

Bradley NCOs, SFCs, others see opportunities. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 3.

TRAINING--RECRUITS

Army boots running in 3rd week of basic. Army Times; May 15, 1989; 49(40): p. 3.
TRANSPORTATION COMMAND--STAFFING


TRANSPORTATION, MILITARY


TRANSPORTATION, MILITARY--CIVILIAN PARTICIPATION


TRANSPORTATION, MILITARY--SHIPPING


TRAVEL PAY


TRAVEL PAY--FRAUD


TRIALS (MURDER)


TROA SEE THE RETIRED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION (TROA)

TROOP REDUCTION--ARMED FORCES--EUROPE

TROOP WITHDRAWAL--EUROPE


TROOP WITHDRAWAL--JAPAN


TROOP WITHDRAWAL--KOREA


TRUCKS, HEAVY


TUPOLEV-160 (BOMBER)


TURKEY--FOREIGN RELATIONS--SOVIET UNION


TURTLES--FORT IRWIN, CA


TWENTY-FOURTH INFANTRY REGIMENT--HISTORY

More study asked of black unit's history. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 2.

TWOS  SEE  TOTAL WARRANT OFFICER SYSTEM (TWOS)

U-21  (AIRCRAFT)

U. S.  ARMY PACIFIC
WestCom, 6th Division caught in HQ shuffle. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 7.

U. S.  FOREIGN RELATIONS--JAPAN

U. S.  FOREIGN RELATIONS--KOREA

U. S.  FOREIGN RELATIONS--PANAMA

U. S.  FOREIGN RELATIONS--PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

U. S.  FOREIGN RELATIONS--SOVIET UNION
Baker warned against 'new Yalta with the Soviet Union'. Army Times; Apr. 24, 1989; 49(37): p. 28.
U. S., Soviets discuss chemical arms data exchange. Army Times; Sept. 25, 1989; 50(7): p. 34.

UAV  SEE  DRONE AIRCRAFT
UH-1 (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS

UH-1 (HELICOPTER)--MAINTENANCE

UH-1 (HELICOPTER)--SAFETY MEASURES

UH-60 (HELICOPTER)

UH-60 (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS

UH-60 (HELICOPTER)--MODIFICATIONS
Army may reconsider Black Hawk improvement. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 32.

ULMERT, OLIVER D.

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION SYSTEM--ARMY--EUROPE

UNIFORMED SERVICES FORMER SPOUSE PROTECTION ACT, 1982
UNIFORMED SERVICES FORMER SPOUSES PROTECTION ACT, 1983

UNIFORMED SERVICES SCHOOL OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES--GRADUATES

UNIFORMS

UNIFORMS--PROCUREMENT

UNISYS CORPORATION

UNIT MANNING SYSTEM

UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE (UAV) SEE DRONE AIRCRAFT

UNMANNED UNDERWATER VEHICLE (UUV)
V-22 (TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT)


VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)


Small increase in VHA possible this summer. Army Times; May 22, 1989; 49(41): p. 4.

VHA rates to rise an average of 6 percent. Army Times; June 5, 1989; 49(43): p. 4.


Entire VHA budget is expected to win approval. Army Times; Sept. 25, 1989; 50(7): p. 4.

VHA hike: 3.6 or 3.8 percent? Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 6.

Housing allowance will rise 3.6 percent. Army Times; Nov. 27, 1989; 50(16): p. 8.


VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)--TABLES


VEHICLE INTERCOMMUNICATION SYSTEM (VIS)

Panel seeks support for vehicle intercom system. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 32.

VEHICLES, MILITARY--CAMOUFLAGE


VEHICULAR INTERCOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (VIS)

Army plans $100 million armored vehicle intercom by. Army Times; Apr. 3, 1989; 49(34): p. 28.

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT


Reservists will be on honor system in commissaries. Army Times; Feb. 27, 1989; 49(29): p. 18.


VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--AMERICAN INDIANS


VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--HOSPITALS

Veterans left confused, bitter by VA hospital cuts. Army Times; June 12, 1989; 49(44): p. 20.
Congress likely to reject quadrupled home loan fee. Army Times; Feb. 6, 1989; 49(26): p. 13.


VA, banks faulted on handling of loan defaults. Army Times; June 5, 1989; 49(43): p. 22.


Timing could be everything for big VA loan savings. Army Times; Oct. 9, 1989; 50(9): p. 11.


Congress again tackles VA-loan default protection. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 9.


VETERANS BENEFITS--AMERICAN INDIANS


VETERANS' BENEFITS AND HEALTH CARE ACT, 1989


VETERANS, DISABLED--BENEFITS

Fight over disability pay in divorce cases not over. Army Times; June 12, 1989; 49(44): p. 4.

VETERANS, DISABLED--COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)


VETERANS, DISABLED--EMPLOYMENT

VETERANS--CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYMENT

Active-duty soldiers may win civil service jobs before leaving service, court says. Army Times; Mar. 6, 1989; 49(30): p. 16.

VETERANS--DISABILITY CLAIMS

Homeless veterans appeals court to review cases soon. Army Times; Nov. 6, 1989; 50(13): p. 22.

VETERANS--DISABILITY CLAIMS--PROCESSING

VA admits to slow claims processing. Army Times; May 22, 1989; 49(41): p. 12.

VETERANS--EDUCATION


VETERANS--GRAVESTONES


VETERANS--HOSPITAL CARE


VETERANS--MEDICAL CARE


Veterans left confused, bitter by VA hospital cuts. Army Times; June 12, 1989; 49(44): p. 20.


**VETERANS--VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975**--**POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER (PTSD)**


**VETERANS--VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE**


**VHA** SEE **VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)**

**VIDEO MONITORS**


**VIETNAM VETERANS WAR MEMORIAL, WASHINGTON, DC**


**VIETNAM-ERA GI BILL**


**VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975**--**CASUALTIES**--**IDENTIFICATION**


**VIS** SEE **VEHICLE INTERCOMMUNICATION SYSTEM (VIS)**

**VIS** SEE **VEHICULAR INTERCOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (VIS)**
VOLCANO MINE SYSTEM

Catching up in the field of mines. Army Times; Dec. 11, 1989; 50(18): p. 25.

VOLUNTARY NATIONAL SERVICE PLAN


VOLUNTEER WORKERS

Volunteering: With today's hectic lifestyle, how bright are the 'thousand points of light'? Army Times; Aug. 28, 1989; 50(3): p. 53.

VOLUNTEER WORKERS IN MEDICINE


VOTING


VOTING, ABSENTEE

Service member voting showed muscle in races decided by absentees. Army Times; Feb. 20, 1989; 49(28): p. 16.

VOTING--NEW JERSEY


VOTING--VIRGINIA


VULCAN AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM

WAGNER, LOUIS C., 1932-


WALTER REED ARMY MEDICAL CENTER


WAM SEE WIDE AREA MINE (WAM)

WAR


WAR GAMES


Mobile training teams adding enemy units to their ranks. Army Times; Jan. 9, 1989; 49(22): p. 5.

Pentagon audit says wargaming program lacks clear focus. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 24.

WAR POWERS ACT, 1973


WARRANT OFFICERS

Senate panel rejects plan for new CW5 rank. Army Times; July 31, 1989; 49(51): p. 3.

WARRANT OFFICERS--ESTIMATED TERMINATION OF SERVICE (ETS)

WATER POLLUTION

Military said to violate EPA clean-water rules. Army Times; May 29, 1989; 49(42): p. 28.

WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEMS


WEAK LINK: THE FEMINIZATION OF THE "AMERICAN MILITARY" (BOOK REVIEW)


WEAPON TECHNOLOGY--RESEARCH


WEAPONS SCORING SYSTEM SEE AREA WEAPONS SCORING SYSTEM

WEAPONS SYSTEMS


WEAPONS SYSTEMS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


WEAPONS SYSTEMS--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


WEAPONS SYSTEMS--TESTING

Caucus targets tests, purchase of weapons. Army Times; Feb. 27, 1989; 49(29): p. 27.

WEAPONS--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


WESTERN COMMAND SEE ALSO U. S. ARMY PACIFIC

WHISTLE BLOWING (PUBLIC INTEREST)


Whistleblowers more likely punished than rewarded. Army Times; Sept. 25, 1989; 50(7): p. 35.

WHITE HOUSE--SOCIAL AIDES


WIDE AREA MINE (WAM)


WINGS OF THE APACHF (MOTION PICTURE)


WOERNER, FREDERICK F. 1933-

Thurman to command SOUTHCOM. Army Times; July 31, 1989; 49(51): p. 2.

WOMACK ARMY COMMUNITY HOSPITAL, FORT BRAGG, NC

WOMEN IN MILITARY SERVICE FOR AMERICA MEMORIAL, ARLINGTON, VA


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES

Women's panel urges end to double standard. Army Times; May 1, 1989; 49(38): p. 12.


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--COMBAT EXCLUSION
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